I. INTRODUCTION
A biopsy is a medical procedure that involves taking a small sample of body tissue so it can be examined under a microscope [1] . The biopsy is the de facto gold standard of medical diagnosis in modern medicine. A biopsy needle is a tool employed to fetch a portion of tissue at a point in the volume of diseased tissue, namely, obtaining a Single Sample with a Single Spoon (SS-SS) with an insertion, e.g., [2] . By using The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tao Wang . this tool, the growing pathological condition of the unhealthy tissue is generally represented by that of the specimen. However, All biopsy results are based on the assumption that the histopathologic status of sample tissue at any spot inside the suspected spatial contour is qualified to represent that of the whole tissue enclosed by the shape. In many cases, the assumption is acceptable for diagnostic purposes.
Nevertheless, revealed by the pioneering works [3] - [5] , for some fast-growing tumors, like brainstem glioma, its internal constituent is heterogeneous. Intratumor heterogeneity is one of the central problems in tumor studies and recognized in VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ both basic medical research [6] , [7] and clinic medicine [8] , [9] . Therefore, the histological status of the specimen sampled at a single spot cannot precisely explain that of other points except the sampled point itself.
One of the indispensable steps for studying intratumor heterogeneity is to get multiple samples at different positions of a tumor. This step will help to reconstruct the growing status of lesion tissue, especially for the lesion with a large volume. The universal principle of the existing solutions to this problem is to fetch multiple tissue samples with several repeated insertions, namely, obtaining Multiple Samples with a Single Spoon at different points (MS-SS). Moon et al. design a novel end-effector for an automated teleoperating robotic biopsy system that can take multiple samplings during a biopsy [10] . Franke introduces a needle with a round tip. When the needle is withdrawn from tissue, it extracts large tissue samples that adhere to the tip of the probe's distal end [11] . Another design is an endoscopic biopsy needle with internal flexures that enables tissue to enter the hollow needle, and then the tissue is severed from the surrounding tissue when the needle is withdrawn [12] . A Multiple Core Biopsy (MCB) device acquires multiple tissue biopsy samples during a single endoscopic procedure, by using a substantially cylindrically-shaped core and a sharp forward-facing cutting edge [13] . A needle with a novel Enhanced Cutting Edge (ECE) tip also fulfills multiple biopsy sampling, and it uses a stylet with a sample opening and a longitudinal cutting member with a cutting edge, and the relative motion between the stylet and cutting edge will cut a tissue sample from a host [14] . Besides the conventional biopsy needles, all these biopsy needles take multiple tissue samples through a few repeated insertions. In other words, it is unable to provide multiple samples at different locations in one insertion. While multiple insertions with a single spoon will not only increase overall treatment time and workload, it may also result in cross-contamination between biopsy insertions, i.e., giving rise to the symptom of needle track implantation.
Thus, biopsy needle with multiple-sample within one insertion is a preferable choice for obtaining information of intratumor heterogeneity. A rounded tip endoscopic tool is designed for Multiple Specimens with a Single jawed Spoon (MS-SS) [15] , and the biopsies are collected up to 25 and stored in a plastic chamber inside the removable metal tip. A biopsy needle instrument is designed to capture a plurality of discrete specimens without being withdrawn from pathological tissue [16] . Based on the modification of the needle [16] , a revised biopsy needle is built using multiple spring design accompanying by the advantage of no reloading requirement [17] . Another surgical biopsy device comprises an automatic rotation of the probe, a frame, and an elongated piercing element attached to the distal end of the frame for harvesting at least one tissue sample from a surgical patient [18] . Also, a single-insertion biopsy device includes a cannula having an extraction position at a distal end and a recovery opening at a proximal end, and the tool provides a realization of multiple samples without more than one needle insertion [19] - [21] . A core needle biopsy device, including a needle assembly, a cutter drive assembly, a piercer drive assembly, and a piercer retraction assembly, is designed for collecting multiple samples in a single insertion [22] . However, the drawback of the designs following this principle is that during one biopsy operation, the latter samples are contaminated by their formers. The reason for the shortcoming is that the same spoon grabs all samples. When picking multiple samples, the front distal ends of the existing biopsy needles must move between desired spots. It should be noted that each of these biopsy needles picks specimens at multiple diseased volumes, not multiple places inside one unhealthy volume.
On the other side, a little attention is paid to another type of biopsy tool, which can not only fetch multiple samples in one single puncture but doesn't need adjusting any mechanical parts while gathering samples. Yu designs a kind of multiple punch biopsy sampler for a tumor of breast minimally invasive surgery [23] , and this type of needle is equipped with an array of dozens of position-fixed spoons along the cylindrical surface of the cone-form frontal end. However, this design leads to many unnecessary samples, and the occurrence probability of Needle Track Implantation (NTI) [24] is increased compared to the non-redundant spoon design. NTI usually means implantation metastasis [25] . Thus, the needle, which harvests multiple samples during one insertion, satisfies the requirements for studying intratumor heterogeneity, e.g., investigating the distribution of different types of lesion tissue inside brainstem glioma.
In this paper, based on our previous experience in neurosurgical field and the resultant systems [26] - [30] , we design a novel biopsy tool that comprises a needle and an actuation system, and it implements a single insertion to obtain Multiple Samples in multiple desired points along the needle tube with Multiple Spoons (MS-MS). This is the first biopsy tool that is explicitly created for studying intratumor heterogeneity. The operation procedure of the proposed biopsy tool is as follows. According to preoperative multi-modality images, a surgeon first finds a volume of suspected tissue, then selects the entrance point of the needle tip and the attitude of the needle body, further plans the locations of the biopsy spoons on the needle, and finally inserts the tool into soft tissue to take multiple samples with multiple spoons synchronously.
II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION A. OVERALL STRUCTURE
The biopsy tool comprises a Front Biopsy Unit (FBU), an Intermediate Connecting Segment (ICS), and a Back Transmission Part (BTP), see Figure 1 for the overall mechanical configuration of the biopsy tool proposed. The front biopsy unit consists of a group of biopsy spoons, a cover, a needle tip, and a biopsy mechanism that includes a several components including a Needle Fixation Connector (NFC), a Fixed Needle Bolt (FNB), a Drawing Connector (DC), a sliding guide, and a sliding guide protrusion. The back transmission part includes a motor, a motor supporter, a controller board, a block of battery, a Needle Driver Holder (NDH), a set of gear and rack, a drawing connector, and a button. Other trivial connecting elements are omitted in Figure 1 . Due to the proof-of-principle nature of the study, that is to say, to verify the function of the design, the needle driver holder is not optimized according to the surgeon's hand following ergonomics guidelines.
The mechanical connections between the components of the biopsy tool are specified in the following. The motor drives the gear that moves the rack, and the rack is secured to the drawing connector. The inserting bar is attached to the drawing connector by the fixed needle bolt in Figure 1 . The combination of the rack and the drawing connector slides under the direction of the sliding guide. The sliding guide is mounted onto the handle box. The sliding guide protrusion stops the fixed bar. The cover of FBU and the needle driver holder of BTP are connected by the needle fixation connector and the fixed needle bolt of ICS. When the biopsy spoons are set to desired depths, the biopsy operation is automatically completed by the controlling system. The trajectory of the frontal end of the spoon is offered in the next subsection, where the adjusting method of the spoons for adapting to various tissue layers is presented. The form of the spoons determines the volume of the sampled lesions gathered from the target regions.
B. BIOPSY MOTION PROCEDURE
The motion of the biopsy tool is realized by the relative sliding motion between the fixed bar and the inserting bar. The slide rail is fixed on the inserting bar, and it controls the inserting bar to move along a straight line that is parallel to the axis of the cover. The mobile rotational joint bar travels in the guide slot of the spoons, and it is also installed to one of the bar holes of the inserting bar. Except for a relative rotational displacement, there is no translational displacement between the mobile rotational joint bar and the inserting bar. These mechanical components and the lesion tissue function together to realize a lever mechanism. That's to say, each of the spoons rotates around a fixed rotational joint bar, and it excavates a portion of the suspicious tissue from a target region. In detail, the rotational center of the spoon is fixed, i.e., the point O in Fig. 3 , and the location of the spoon is controlled by the Sliding Bar, i.e., the Sliding Bar pushes the spoon to rotate around the center point O. The fixed bar does not slide along the needle, and it is in a fixed position of the needle.
The motion procedure of the biopsy spoon and the trajectory of the frontal end of the spoon are shown in Figure 2 . The initial phase of the biopsy procedure is shown in Figure 2 (a), where the biopsy needle is inserted into the target organ and lesion tissue before taking lesion samples. Further, the intermediate stage is represented in Figure 2 (b), that's to say, the group of the biopsy spoons is driven by the inner mechanism and severs some lesion tissue. Finally, the last phase is shown in Figure 2 (c), where the collected lesion samples are deposited in the spoons, and the spoons are hidden in the cover. During insertion or removal of the device, the spoons are not on the external surface of the needle. In both cases, the spoons are hidden concealed in the needle cover. For example, the spoon is concealed in the needle during it is withdrawn from the tissue as shown in the subfigure (c) of Fig. 2 . Thus, there is no traumatic from the spoons during insertion or removal of the device. After the final phase, the biopsy needle is pulled back from the target region of a patient. Thus, very roughly, the biopsy task using this tool is accomplished by the relative motion between the inserting bar and the fixed bar.
The method to retrieve the biopsy specimens is as follows. After the spoons are positioned, via the actuation mechanism in Fig. 1 , to the location in the subfigure (b) of Fig. 3 , one can retrieve the biopsy specimens by using a long slim bar or a similar object to push the biopsy specimens out of the spoon. While in this study, we disassembled the mechanism and took the spoon and its inner biopsy specimens out of the needle cover together.
C. METHOD FOR POSITION DETERMINATION
The features of the biopsy tool are twofold including synchronization of multi-spot biopsy and adjustability of the spoons' positions. These features bring two advantages compared to other biopsy needles. One of the strengths is the avoidance of needle track implantation, and the additional reward is the saving of time-cost. According to preoperative Magnetic Resonance (MR) or Computerised Tomography (CT) images, a surgeon chooses the optimal direction and position for the entrance of the biopsy tool's tip. Then with only one insertion, the biopsy tool fetches samples to provide the histopathologic diagnosis in suspicious locations inside one heterogeneous lesion.
The multiple bar holes enable the biopsy tool to be with the adjustability of the sampling locations of the spoons. The fixed rotational joint bar can be inserted into any one of the bar holes, shown in Figure 1 . The center of the fixed rotational joint bar represents the position of the sampled tissue. The distance between two neighboring bar holes, in the inserting bar or the fixed bar, determines the positioning precision of the tool, and thus the maximal error of the positioning precision is half of the distance. In addition, we can change the distance by redesigning the structure to match a positioning precision required by a customized clinic condition before it is manufactured. The method determining the spoon position is the procedure below: a) Take medical images of the biopsy area; b) Select the insertion direction and position of the needle system; c) Determine the biopsy spots and record the positions along the needle longitudinal axis; d) Select the nearest hole to each position marked in the step c). We present the adjustment method of the spoons position in the following. Case I: Alter the spoon's position before the sliding bar and the fixed bar are inserted into the needle cover. First, a biopsy surgeon disassembles the needle fixation connector from both the cover and the needle driver holder. Then, the fixed needle bolt is also unloosed from the drawing connector shown in Figure 1 . Next, all of the Fixed Bar, the inserting bar, the fixed rotational joint bars, the mobile rotational joint bars, and the spoons are pulled out from the cover. In the following step, a few spoons are fixed by a set of fixed rotational joint bars at the desired positions. Last, the biopsy surgeon reloads the fixed bar and the inserting bar back into the cover and secures the fix needle bolt. Case II: Alter the spoon's position after the sliding bar and the fixed bar are inserted into the needle cover. We first remove the needle cover from the fixed bar and the sliding bar, and then follow the step in Case I. Besides the reusable way, the needle can be made to be disposable and thus, no alternation of the spoon positions is required.
The general working flow for the biopsy tool system is stated in the following. To start with, a surgeon determines the entry position of the tool's tip and the direction of the axis of the cylindrical biopsy tool. Then, the surgeon gives the number and positions of biopsy sites in the tumor of a patient. Afterward, the surgeon loads a group of spoons to the front biopsy unit at the desired locations. Next, the biopsy tool is installed on the distal end of a robotic arm. After that, the robotic system inserts and pushes the needle into the patient's tissue and stops when the tip reaches a goal position in the tumor. Last, the biopsy needle automatically takes some tissue samples by the spoons.
III. ANALYSIS ON THE NEEDLE SYSTEM
In this section, we address the motion analysis and derivation of the force of the sample spoon during the biopsy procedure, and these results determine the theoretical feasibility of the biopsy tool.
A. CUT FORCE ANALYSIS
Basically, to get a sample by a biopsy device is equal to using a mechanical tool to cut a portion off from the suspected soft tissue. Whether the action of the biopsy tool can be accomplished or not depends on its mechanics relative to several factors, including mechanical structure parameters, cutting speed, cutting volume, and the form and sharpness of the edge, et al. [31] - [35] . Design of a biopsy tool means to select its structural parameters. The schematic diagram for motion analysis of biopsy procedure is shown in Figure 3 . Before acquiring the structural parameters of the biopsy tool, we should know in advance the force f spoon applied to the biopsy spoon from the tissue.
When the needle is inserted, either by a surgeon or by an automatic puncture system, into the desired position, the velocity v r between the inserting bar and the fixed bar is crucial for calculating the force f spoon . The force f spoon is defined by the cutting speed v f of the frontal end of a sample spoon [36] , i.e.,
We explain the parameters in Eq. (1) in detail. k, experimentally measured, is a positive constant determined by the properties of the specific tissue. f cut is the cutting force on the front end of the spoon, and it depends on the properties of the sampled tissue and the edge form of the spoon. For a given spoon, f cut is mainly related to the sharpness of its edge, namely, Blade Sharpness Index (BSI), and these variables can be experimentally obtained [37] . In this paper, the explicit form of f cut is omitted for space consideration.
In the rest of this part, f spoon is derived. Let d be the distance between the inserting bar and the fixed bar. Denote by l the distance between the center of a fixed rotational joint bar and the distal end of the spoon. Let θ be the angle between line OV and line OF connecting the front end point F of the spoon and the rotational center O. Thus, the geometric relationship in Figure 3 yields
Accordingly, the rotational velocityθ of the spoon bar with respective to the rotational center O iṡ
Hence, the velocity of the front end of the spoon v f is
Eq. (4) explains how to control the velocity v f by regulating the input speed v r . Finally, replacing Eq. (1) by Eq. (4) yields
In next part, we analyze the critical stress using f spoon in Eq. (5) . The critical stress analysis is crucial for parameter selection of mechanical configuration.
B. CRITICAL STRESS ANALYSIS
For a given mechanical system, an oversized force on the critical mechanical structure often results in its failure. Thus, considering operational safety of the biopsy tool, we should take the critical stress of its vital parts into account. A fixed rotational joint bar, a mobile rotational joint bar, a spoon, and a block of tumor tissue, shown in Figure 3 , form a lever mechanism together. Thus, according to Figure 4 , the force f pull between the fixed rotational joint bar and the spoon is determined by
where f spoon is same to that in Eq. (5) . λ spoon and λ pull are the force arms of f spoon and f pull , respectively. Further, according to the Hertz theory for contact analysis between a cylinder and VOLUME 8, 2020 a plane [38] , the maximal contact stress κ at the center of the contact surface is calculated by
where E is an elastic modulus, and ν denotes a Poisson's ratio. r and l are the radius and the height of the mobile rotational joint bar, respectively. E * , an equivalent elastic modulus, is determined by
Thus, by substituting Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), we can obtain the relationship between f spoon and κ, i.e.,
where f cut is a variable that is independent from the control input v r . Thus, κ only depends on v r , which is the drawing speed of the inserting bar in Figure 3 . For safety consideration, the drawing speed v r of the inserting bar should not be bigger than a critical value, say v rmax , i.e., v r ≤ v rmax . v rmax is determined by the material of the mobile rotational joint bar. The diameters of clinic biopsy needles are often small in dimension. For example, the diameters of the neurosurgery biopsy needles are less than 3mm. Therefore, the dimensions of the components inside a neurosurgery biopsy tool are often of small sizes. Thus, the selection of mechanical parameters is one of the keys that differentiate either success or failure of biopsy tool design. So, the constraint in Eq. 9 is crucial when the diameter of the proposed biopsy needle is scaled down to the dimension of less than 8 Gauge (4.191mm).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we set up an experimental biopsy system, shown in the subfigure (a) of Figure 5 , to verify the feasibility of the biopsy needle. The biopsy system comprises a six DOF VS-6556 robotic arm by DENSO Robotics, a built prototype of the biopsy needle tool, and two biopsy targets, namely, a multi-layer agar phantom and an ex vivo swine tissue. In Figure 5 , the biopsy needle system is shown in the subfigure (a), and in the subfigure (b), the biopsy tool is installed to the end effector of the DENSO robotic arm.
In this study, our goal is to check the feasibility of the design of the biopsy tool and the biopsy method using the device. Thus, to reduce high manufacturing cost, the diameter and the length of the biopsy tool, shown in the subfigure (b), are 8mm and 153mm, respectively. It's necessary to clarify that the manufacturing factory confirmed that the dimension and all parts of the needle of the biopsy tool can be scaled down to that of an 8 Gauge biopsy needle with a much higher charge than the current double-size version. We use two types of layered material in two groups of experiments to check the feasibility of the multi-point synchronizing biopsy tool. The first material is a sandwich structure phantom with five layers of the C12H12O9 agar, Biosharp CO., LTD, shown in the subfigure (d), Figure 5 . The agar phantom comprises the three slight yellow layers denoted by Y1 and Y2 and Y3 and the two white layers marked by W1 and W2. The other is a piece of ex vivo swine tissue that is naturally layered, shown in the subfigure (c), Figure 5 .
For the position of the target spot determines that of the spoon, thus, in these experiments, the positions of spoons are determined by the distances between the layers of the agar phantom and that of the layered swine tissue. The distances between the needle tip and the spoons are 32.52mm, 45.84mm, and 55.74m, respectively.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We implemented six groups of experiments to testify the biopsy performance of the biopsy tool for investigating intratumor heterogeneity. The experimental setup is shown in the subfigure (a) of Figure 6 . Because an ex vivo tumor from a patient is hard to be fixed, we use an agar phantom and a piece of ex vivo porcine tissue to test the feasibility of the biopsy tool.
1) EXPERIMENTS ON MULTI-LAYER PHANTOM TISSUE
An agar phantom with several layers simulates a block of heterogeneous tissue, and the layers are the cascade yellow and white sandwich structure shown in the subfigure (b) and (c) of Figure 6 . Nos. 1, 3, 4 spoons in the subfigure (b) of Figure 5 are employed to take samples. Then a microbalance measures all the sampled tissue. Because the form of a sampled tissue in a spoon is irregular, it is hard to measure its volume. Thus, the mass of the sampled tissue is used to analyze the results, and the weights of the samples are shown in Figure 7 .
From the results in Figure 7 , the average masses of the sampled tissue collected by Nos. 1, 3 and 4 spoons are 133.05µg, 108.80µg, and 114.60µg, respectively. The average mass of all the sampled tissue is 123.82µg. From the observation of all groups of the agar experiments, the interiors of the spoons are filled with agar phantom. The reason may be that the agar phantom is granulous and fiberless, and it is easy for the spoons to cut off.
2) EX VIVO EXPERIMENTS ON SWINE TISSUE
In this part, we implemented several groups of biopsy experiments on ex vivo porcine tissue. The swine tissue is naturally layered and is appropriate to verify the multiple layer sampling of the needle system. We also carried out six groups of biopsy experiments with the experimental environment shown in the subfigure (a) of Figure 5 . The bottom layer is a subcutaneous layer of fat and others are muscular tissue.
Similar to agar phantom, it is also difficult to measure the grabbed volume of swine tissue by each spoon, and we measured the mass of the specimen cut by the spoons. According to the thickness of the porcine tissue, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 spoons in the subfigure (b) of Figure 5 are used. And the mass of the sampled tissue is measured, and the weights measured in the spoons are shown in Figure 9 . The data in the first column are the collected masses by the No. 1 spoon in Figure 5 , and the tissue is fat. The data in the second and third columns are the gathered masses of muscular tissue by the No. 2 and No. 3 spoons, respectively. From the results in Figure 9 , the average masses of the sampled tissue collected by Nos. 1, 2 and 3 spoons are 64.40µg, 81.45µg, and 87.10µg, respectively. The total average of the sampled masses is 77.65µg. The sampled muscular tissue and fat are shown in the subfigure (b) and (c) of Figure 7 . 
V. DISCUSSION
From the experimental results available, it is confirmed that the biopsy needle tool can take samples at multiple positions in the simulated lesion tissue through one single insertion. Therefore, the effectiveness of the needle is verified for studying intratumor histological heterogeneity. However, the obtained results are the pilot studies, and more points should be strengthened on the proposed needle design, the built prototype, and the experiments in future work.
From the mechanical point of view, first, the form of the spoons is designed on the considerations of the spoon volume and the edge sharpness. The ratio of the sampled tissue volume to the spoon volume is about 60% averagely. Thus, the form of the spoons could be optimized by analyzing the current results, which concentrate on the relationship between the parameters of the spoon edge and the volume of the sampled tissue. The tradeoff will be made between the sharpness of the spoon edge and the mechanical structural strength of the spoon. Then, the optimized spoon form should be measured experimentally by sampling various types of phantom and animal tissue.
Second, the multi-hole changing mechanism gives the biopsy tool the advantage of the multi-point synchronizing biopsy over the existing biopsy needles. However, unless the biopsy device is manufactured as a disposable one, the benefit is realized at the cost of the structural adjustment involving disassembly and assembly of its components. The solution for reducing or removing the inconvenience may be the auxiliary adjusting device, which is a challenging task.
Third, due to the existence of a distance between two neighboring bar holes shown in Figure 1 , two adjoining biopsy spots with an interval smaller than the gap cannot be sampled simultaneously. Thus, before using the biopsy tool, its user should check whether the distance between two adjacent biopsy spots is greater than that between two abutting bar holes. Further, the biopsy tool can be designed as several versions with the different distances between two contiguous bar holes. There are some solutions for reducing the spacing between the sampling positions. For example, based on some optimization of the mechanical structure, e.g., partially overlapping the needles with the fixed rotation centers, we can get a closer spacing between the sampling positions. Fourth, the design task of the biopsy tool roots in the study of the intratumor heterogeneity by the neurosurgery department. In the next, the system structure and parameters of the biopsy needle may be modified or redesigned according to the specific requirement from multiple medical departments.
Fifth, after the feasibility study in this paper, the shape and structural parameters of most parts can be redesigned and scaled down to an 8G size. For example, the shape of the needle driver holder of the tool can be redesigned with a smooth form according to the ergonomics. The needle driver holder with an optimized shape is shown in Figure 10 . Sixth, for the current sharpness of the spoon tip in Fig. 5 , the agar, the porcine fat, and the porcine muscle can be taken without difficulties. While if the spoon has a sharper cutting edge, it is easier to biopsy by cutting the tissue off. In future, we would compare the amount of the sampled tissue grabbed by both the current edge and a sharper cutting edge. Seventh, unlike the flexible biopsy needles, the offered needle belongs to the rigid type and the selected positions of the spoons are not adjustable after insertion into soft tissue. If the actual final position is different from the planned position or there are relative distances between sampling positions changed after insertion, one solution for these cases is that we select a group of predicted positions before insertion the needle into soft tissue. The anticipated positions are calculated using a fitting curve determined by the experiments that measure the position changes of desired spots after the needle is inserted into soft tissue. Alternatively, we may test various flexible materials that are used by the flexible type needles for our design in future, and thus this limitation may be solved thoroughly. Eighth, for the current design, when needing samplings from different positions and directions, one can rotate the needle along the longitude axis of the frontal needle after the spoons are hidden in the needle cover. This is a way for the task without re-insertion with a rotated pose. At the same time, it is suggested that, for the presented system, the best way to take samples is to select the best facing direction before insertion.
From the experiment angle of view, first, according to the observation and the measured experimental results, the agar phantom is comparatively convenient to be sampled than the swine tissue is. The reason for the result is that no fibrous tissue exists in the agar phantom, and abundant fibrous tissue exists in the swine tissue, including muscular tissue and fat. Besides, considering gradients and mechanical properties, various types of tissue differ from the agar and the swine muscle and fat tissue. Thus, multiple kinds of experimental tissue should be sampled to get a comprehensive understanding of the appropriate environment of the biopsy tool.
Second, animal and pre-clinic experiments are planned using a small-scale version of the biopsy tool. During these experiments, neurosurgeon feedback on the usage of the biopsy tool is of fundamental importance for optimizing its structural design. Besides the mechanical design, biopsy time cost, operation convenience, and other factors should be considered as well. Third, traumatic injury is always a side effect of biopsy procedures for harming both the channel and tumor-surrounding healthy tissue. Although most of the new biopsy needle designs, e.g., [11] - [14] , [16] - [23] , didn't study traumatic injury on healthy tissue, from some studies, e.g., [39] , there are clear examples where apparent innovation in biopsy needle tip has caused great harm to patients compared to older technology by producing lower quality specimens for pathologic analysis. Thus, after this study, we would scale down the dimension of this biopsy needle and study the traumatic injury by the proposed system and then optimize its mechanical design. One of the possible methods is to obtain live tissue, e.g., brain biopsies immediately from euthanized mice or rats, using the biopsy needle and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples that are sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Next, the device is compared to a biopsy device that is commonly used clinically for the selected organ. Then the tissue damage is evaluated by excising the rest of the brain and assessing the biopsy site margins by FFPE H&E staining. Fourth, the hardness values of various types of diseased tissues vary. Thus, for an excellent biopsy needle system, it should cover a broad spectrum of human tissue. To this end, in future, this device would be tested to penetrate hard tissue, like bone or tumors with stone/calcium deposits. Fifth, the samples taken by the No. 2 and No. 3 spoons are both white agar and thus, we omitted the No. 2 spoon for avoiding repetition in Fig. 7 . Because the thickness of the ex vivo tissue is not enough for the No. 4 Spoon to take a sample, the spoon is not used and thus omitted in Fig. 9 . The main reason why there exist some variations in tissue biopsy masses is that we use the different pieces of ex vivo porcine tissue and the agar phantoms with the various ratios of water and agar powder. The groups of the porcine tissue are from different swine blocks from supermarkets. Also, the mass is not a good evaluation criterion for the amount of the porcine tissue, while the volume is a better criterion than mass. However, the volume is not an easy quantity that can be directly measured. We may try other quantities to compare the grabbed tissue.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE REMARKS
A position-adjustable multi-point synchronizing biopsy tool is designed, and the position adjustment method of the spoons is developed based on the multiple-hole mechanism. Then, the analysis of the motion of the biopsy spoon and the critical stress of the vital motion components are implemented. Furthermore, we built an 8mm diameter prototype and carried out multiple groups of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the biopsy needle on the agar phantom and the swine tissue. The experimental results demonstrated that the tool could synchronously take biopsy samplings at different positions in one single insertion. Thus, the device contributes to the study of intratumor histological heterogeneity.
The advantage of the needle includes avoidance of multiple motions in lesion and tissue enclosing lesion targets, especially those in vital locations, like the brainstem. Also, another value of the tool is timesaving when multiple position biopsies are required to obtain detailed tissue distribution of an inner lesion. Further, a decrease of biopsy operation time will reduce the negative effect of a hand tremble because of a long time grasping on biopsy precision. Thus the proposed needle may contribute to improving the diagnostic result.
In the next work, the form of the biopsy spoons will be optimized based on several factors, including the relationship between spoon edge and the mechanical structure strength, the cutting performance of spoon edge on target tissue with different fibrous constituents, and the obtained experimental results. The outer form of the handle box will be redesigned according to ergonomics to suit for surgeons holding. An auxiliary adjustment device will be developed which changes the positions of the needle's spoons by a simple operation. The changing method of the spoon positions by multiple holes changing mechanisms may be redesigned to realize arbitrary locations of the biopsy spoons. Based on current and further experiments, a smaller-scale version of the design will be built, and an ex vivo experiment on tumor specimen, in vivo animal, and clinic biopsy experiments will be implemented to test the effectiveness of the needle. Then, the feedback from surgeons will be summarized and integrated into the next version of the biopsy needle tool.
